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With both rustic and innovative menus that sample the best produce from the Emilia
Romagna region – not to mention an impressive Baroque fresco – this grand
restaurant will impress foodies and art lovers alike, says Anisha Patel

Google “fivestar hotels in Bologna” and it’s more than likely that Grand Hotel Majestic Gia
Baglioni will dominate the limelight. Often cited as the city’s only fivestar property, it has been a
longtime favourite with touring celebrities from Hollywood royalty (Frank Sinatra, Ava Gardner)
to reallife princesses (Princess Diana).
Suffice to say, expectations are high as we enter the hotel’s signature I Carracci restaurant. The
atmosphere is hushed and the décor is suitably grand: as well as gilded mirrors, framed oil
paintings and ornate candelabras, an elaborate 16thcentury fresco depicting the mythological
“Fall of Phaeton” by Baroque artists the Carracci brothers – the restaurants’ namesakes –
dominates the ceiling.
Dining at lunchtime, with the restaurant nowhere near full (it seats 70, plus there’s private dining
room in the wine cellar), all eyes and attention were on us – which was a bit intimidating. That
said, maître d’ Giordano De Lellis and his staff are anything but, and their downtoearth
conversation quickly dissolves any sense of formality as we eagerly pore over chef Giacomo
Galeazzi’s seasonal menu, which utilizes the bounty of produce available in the Emilia
Romagna region – the area of Northern Italy is the birthplace of many Italian staples, from
prosciutto and ParmigianoReggiano to tortellini.
There are two culinary journeys on offer: one focuses on rustic Bolognese cuisine, while the
other takes a modern, innovative approach – but both follow the traditional Italian meal plan of
a primo, pasta and secondi course. You could be a purist and stick to just one menu – but
where’s the fun in that? – or, like us, pick and choose from both.
I am instantly sold on my traditional starter – mini Bolognese meatballs in a satisfyingly salty
chicken broth, with crunchy parmesan and a moreish salsa verde – while my friend Julia dives

into the modern menu with an innovative fishy trio: grouper with radish and walnut; Belon
oysters with rye bread and salted butter; and purple prawn with kiwi. So far, so impressive.
The pasta course has us spoilt for choice – tempted by the tortellini options (ricotta, butter and
sage? Meat, thymescented butter, apples and hazelnuts?), I swap sides at the last minute and
order the tuna tartare with spaghetti tossed in garlic and olive oil with a crumbled pistachio
topping. An unusual combination on paper, but a champion of flavour nonetheless.
Thankfully one thing the staff at I Carraci won’t do is rush you – so when we request a little
break before our main course, we are left in peace to sip our wine (more on that later) and
chat. When the main course does arrive, it’s like being presented a work of art: my cornfed
cock cacciatora is beautifully presented, but hearty, with a divinely dippable rich tomato sauce;
while Julia’s deer braised vaccinara (or butcher style) in Calvados apple brandy has an earthy
sweetness, served with rich pâte, forest fruits and apples.
The restaurant has an impressive cellar stocked with local wines – ask nicely and you can pop
down for a sneak peak, if it’s not already reserved – so it’s worth leaving your order in the
capable hands of the sommelier. Each wine is picked to match our courses, from the light
Vigneto Delle Terre Rosse Enrico Vallania Malago (great with pasta) to Umberto Cesari
Sangiovese Riserva Laurento, an intense and fruity red that was the perfect match with our
meatier mains.
We’re defeated by the menu by the time we reach dessert, but realize that our date lunch
stretched out a good three hours. Even with the highest of expectations, you won’t leave
disappointed.
THE GOOD:
Full marks for atmosphere, presentation and service.
Though getting to the bathroom is a bit of a journey, it’s worth it: the hotel was built in the 1700s
on top of an ancient Roman road, and part of that original road is on display outside the toilets.
THE NOTSOGOOD:
Being based in Bologna’s grandest hotel, an affordable meal this is not. It’s best saved for a
special occasion – or a business account.
Though there are vegetarian options on the menu, they didn’t sound as exciting and appealing
as the meat and fish dishes.
THE VERDICT:
Quite possibly the grandest dining experience in Bologna, where you can sample regional
classics and traditional dishes with a modern twist.
BOOK IT:

Ristorante I Carracci, Grand Hotel Majestic, Via Manzoni 2, 40121 Bologna (+39 051 225 445,
grandhotelmajestic.duetorrihotels.com

Way to Go

British Airways flies to Bologna three times a day from
London Heathrow.
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flight to and from London
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